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PREFACE.

nPHE plates in this volume, excepting the frontispiece, Plate lla, and the supplementary plates,

^ were prepared several years ago under the supervision of Dr. Fuhrer, then Archaeological

Surveyor and Curator of the 'Lucknow Provincial Museum. When he quitted the service

of Government in the autumn of 1898 he left the plates without a word of explanatory text,

although a monograph o"n the Jain remains at Mathura had been advertised as in an advanced

stage of preparation by him. Sir Antony MacDonnell, G.C.S.I., Lieutenant-Governor of the North-

Western Provinces and Chief Commissioner of Oudh, consulted me as to the best way of utilizing

the fine series of plates prepared by Dr. Fiihrer. I advised that they should be published with

a concise descriptive text, a short introduction, and references to any previous publications in which

the subjects of them had been treated, no attempt being made to discuss the many questions of

interest suggested by the plates. My recommendations were accepted, and, no one else being

available to do the work, I undertook it. Any attempt to discuss at length the Uuguistic, palseo-

graphical, historical, artistic, and other topics connected with the works of art illustrated would

have involved prolonged research, and resulted in a very bulky treatise. The plates and inscriptions

have, therefore, been left to speak for themselves with only so much annotation and explanation

as seemed indispensable.

In some cases I have been unable to accept as correct the headings affixed to the plates by

Dr. Ftthrer.

I am indebted in sundry matters of detail to notes prepared by Babu Puran Chandar Mukherji,

who visited Mathura, and to some extent compared the plates with the originals in the Lucknow
Museum. In a few cases he detected discrepancies between Dr. Fuhrer's headings to the plates and

the labels affixed to the originals in the Museum.

I have seen most of the originals from time to time, but official duties have prevented me from

staying in Lucknow to make a minute examination of the objects described. Unfortunately no

catalogue of the valuable Archaeological collections in the Lucknow Museum exists. The collection

is housed in a dark crypt and very inadequately displayed.

It is impossible for me to compile a thoroughly satisfactory work from materials collected by

another man and left in an incomplete state. But, notwithstanding its admitted and obvious

limitations and deficiencies, I believe that this book will be of great interest to Orientalists. In the

spelling of Indian words I have followed the system adopted in the "Epigraphia Indica." The
transliterations of the inscriptions are given in Roman characters. Nothing would, I think, be

gained by the use of Nagarl type,

V. A. SMITH.
GORAKHPUE

:

February 1900.
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INTRODUCTICW.

The Kankait, or Jaini, mound (Ttld), from or near which most of the objects delineated
in the plates of this work were excavated, stands in the angle between the Agra and Gobardhan
roads, close to the south-west corner of the city of Mathura, and about half a mile south of
the Katra. (Frontispiece).

The name of the mound is derived from a modern temple, a mean shrine, which is occupied
by an ancient carved pillar doing duty as a Hindu goddess, who has been dubbed Kankalt. This
temple stands about midway between the well and the Jain StUpa which was excavated by
Dr. Fuhrer in the season 1890-91. The mound is nearly rectangular in sli3,pe and is approximately
500 feet long by 350 feet broad.i It long served as a quarry for bricks. Excavations for archaeolo-
gical purposes have been made at various dates. General Cunningham worked at the western end
in March and November 1871 ; Mr. Growse operated on the northern portion in 1875, and Dr.
Burgess and Dr. Fuhrer extended the excavations to the eastern end at different times from 1887
to 1896. Mr. Harding, a predecessor of Mr. Growse as Magistrate of Mathur^, also made some
excavations. A grove of trees has recently been planted on what is left of the mound, which will

probably not be further explored.

Mr. Growse and Mr. Harding, discovered in or close to the Kankait mound (1) two colossal

statues of Buddha, each 7\ feet high, supposed to be now in the Pubhc Library at Allahabad; (2)
several mutilated statues of finer stone and superior execution

; (3) a large figure of an elephant,

with-out its trunk, found in 1871 in a garden, with an inscription dated 39 in the reign of ,the

Knsh§,n King Huvishka ;^ (4) a square pillar with four naked Jinsis, dated in the year 9 in the reign

of the Kushan King Kanishka ; and (5) a considerable number of other statues and sculptures.

Mr. Growse notes that the ancient figures are carved in coarse red sandstone with PMl inscriptions.

The mediaeval figures are executed in much finer material, and the inscriptions are in Sanskrit in

characters of the eleventh century A. D.^

"The objects found by Cunningham were, with the exception of one ten-armed Brahmanical

figure, all Jain. They included several colossal and life-size statues, both male and female, all more

or less mutilated ; many broken statues of the Jain hierarchs, several being inscribed; and at least six

examples of the pillars of St4pa railings.

The inscriptions included the followitig :

—

Cunningliam's
Plate.
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Cunningham's Date. - . Remarks.
Plate.

XIV No. 9 ... ... Samvat 39 ... ... On elephant capital (mentions Huvishka),

ib. „ 10 ... ... Do. 47 ... ... ^

ib. „ 15 ... ... Do. 48 ... ... mentions Huvishka.

XV „ 16 ... ... Do. 83 ... ... On pedestal of life-size naked statue (mentions

Vasudeva).

ib, „ 18 ... ... Do. 87 ... ... On life-size naked figure (mentions VAsudeva).

ib. „ 19 .... ... Do. 90 ... ... (Cunningham's reading is mostly wrong

—

see Ep. Ind., II., 205).

ib. „ 20 ... ... Do. 98 ... ... On naked standing figure (mentions V&sudeva).

Miscellaneous antiquities from the Kank41i mound are figured by Cunningham in Volume III

of the " Reports " as follows :

—

Plate. Object.
II ... ... ... ... Amethyst.

V ... ... ... ... Elephant capital.

VII ... ... ... ... Railing-pillar, with nude dancing-girl and other scenes.

VIII ... ... ... ... Railing pillars and bars.

XI, D ... ... ... ... Mutilated male figure.

XII, A ... ... ... ... Foliage ornament.

In Volume XVII of the "Reports" (page 111), Cunningham notes that in the season of

1&81-82 he dug up many Jain figures, including one inscribed with the name of VardhamSna, the

last of the 24 Jain pontiffs or Tlrthamkaras. During the operations of the same season the Hellenistic

group of Herakles strangling the Nemean lion {ibid, Plate XXX) was found " amongst the heaps of

fragments lying about." No more exact description of the find-spot is given. Several railing-pillars

with statues of dancing-girls in the collection at the MathurS, Museum are figured in Plate XXXI
of the same volume, without any indication of the find-spot of each. Unfortunately the collection

in the Museum at MathurS, has never been catalogued or properly arranged, and no record was kept

of the spot where each object was found.

Cunningham's last visit to Mathur^ in the season of 1882-83 is the subject of some desultory

"notes in Volume XX of the " Reports. " Plates III and IV in'that volume illustrate a few curious

sculptures in the local Museum. Plate IV, figure 1, represents a nude Jain saint preaching, with

a NSga on each side adoring him. This sculpture probably belonged to the Digambara temple of

the Kankalf mound.

When Cunningham paid his early visits to Mathur4 in 1853, 1860, and 1863, as described in

Volume I of the " Reports," pages 231—244, the Kank^lt mound had not been noticed.

Dr. Fuhrer's principal explorations of the Kankali mound were effected in the three seasons

1888-89, 1889-90, and 1890-91. The Provincial Museum Report for the year ending 31st March

1889 enumerates as received by the Museum the following Mathur^ antiquities, most of which seem

to have come from the Kank^li mound or its immediate neighbourhood :

—

" 10 inscribed statues of several ^vetAmbara Jinas of the Indo-Scythian period, four inscriptions of which are

most important for the history of the Jainas ;

34 pieces of sculpture forming parts of a magnificent 6vetimbaraJaina temple of the time of the Indo-Scythian

king Huvishka
;

a statue of Mah4viran4tlia surrounded by the remaining 23 Tlrthamkaras ;

'

two colossal statues of the Jina Padmapr&bhanS^tha, dated Samvat 1036 and 1134, respectively ;

»

• Fast, Plate XCIV.

' Post, Plates XCV. XCVI. tor •' 1036 » read " 1038."
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four basements of Jina statuesi inscribed Samvat 1134 ;

six bases of Buddha statues inscri-bed and dated in the regnal years of the Indo-Soy»tyan rulers Huvishka,

Kanishka, and VS,sudeva;
,

an inscribed statue of the Bodhisattva Amogha Siddhartha of the first century A. D.;

10 inscribed Buddhist statues of the Indo-Scythian period
;

a colossal pillar with the life-size figure of a dancing-girl ;

19 Buddhist railing pillars of various sizes and patterns ;

16 cross-bars of Buddhist railings
;

12 pieces of copings of Buddhist railings ;.

a richly sculptured door-jamb, 10 feet high, of a Buddha temple ot the Indo-Scythian period
;

a beautifully carved stone umbrella;, four feet in diameter, of a Buddhist SHpa ;'

a four-faced lion capital ofthe time of the Andhras ;

24 exquisitely sculptured panels, some of which are inscribed in characters of the liido-Scyth'ian period
;

a large slab, inscribed in the so-called shell characters, excavated from the KankMi Til^ at Mathura."

The work was continued diiriilg the season 1889-90 when the Jain' St4pa and' the westelfft

Jain temple belonging to theDigambara sect were exposed: 80 images ofTirthamkaras, 120 pieces

of stone railings, many miscellaneous sculptures,,and numerous inscriptions, of which 17 belolig to the

Indo-Scythian (Kushftn) period, from the year 5 to the year 86, were exhumed.

The most fruitful work was done in 1890-91. In the Museum Report for that' year

Dt. Piihrer writes :

—

" Liberal grants by the Local Governmect in the Public Works Department and the Museum Committee have

enabled the Curator to finish the excavations of the Kank41i Tila at Mathuri during the cold season of 1890-91. Tiie

results of his work far surjsass those of the previous two years, as the new finds form iinportant additions to our

knowledge of Indian history and art.

" He. forwarded -to the> ]\lu3eu)i!n 737 fine* pieces of sculpture, comprising. beautHirlly-fimished panels, d'oorways;

Torarms, columns, complete railings with coj^^ngs and bars, statues of Tirthamkaras, &c.

" Amongst these sculptures is one which apparently possesses very considerable archseological interest. It is a

'fora'^a bearing a relief which represents a StUpa worshipped by Centaurs and Harpies, or, as the Hindus would say,-,

Kiimaras and Garudas orSupHrffas. ''

"Centaurs have been found »n the Buddhist sculptftres at Bhai-hut^ and Gaya, while Mathur^ has furnished the

Silenus groups and Hercules straBgling. the' Nemean lion. This new find is a further addition' to the mohu-ments which

pyove the influence of Hellenistic art among the Hindus of the last centuries preceding' ourera*

"Sixty-two of these sculptures are inscribed, bearing, dates varying from- 150 B.' C. to Ai D. 1023-. On abeauti-

fully carved Toraria there is a brief dedication, written in an ancient Prakrit dialect and in characters which appear a

little more archaic than these of Dhanabhuti's inscriptions on the gateway of the Bharhut 8t4pa, dated in the reign

of the Sunga», or about B. C. 150.*

A second inscription, incised in two lines on an oblong slab, gives us the name of the founder of one of the tem-

ples excavated last year. Its characters do not difier.! uoh from those used in the earliest dated inscriptions of the

Indo-Scythic period. As two temples have been discovered- under the Kank^li Tdla, the natural inference' from these

inscriptions would be that one of them was built before 150 B. C. and the other considerably later, about the begjaning;

of our era. Unf6rtunately, another circumstance has come to light which requires a modification of this assumption.

The Curator has found several sculptures which have been carved out of more ancient ones.

" Thus, a piMster bearing an inscription in chaMcteM of- the Iud'6-Scythic period has been cut out of the back

of an ancient naked Jina. Again, there is a small statuei with! a similar inscription cut out of the back of a''sculptiired

panel bearing on the obverse a rather archaic inscription;. These facts prove that the Jainas of the Indo-Sfiythie

period at MathurS, used for their sculptures materials from an older temple. Hence the discovery of the Torana,mth.-

its very archaic inscription, shows indeed that there was a Jaina temple in Mat-hui-^efore-B-.-G. 160r

' Probably the umbrella figured in Pla-be XXIII, port, which is 4J.feet in diameter.

» Plate XV, post.

' I am informed on good authority that the correct spe-lling of this name is Bdrhut.

* Probably Plate XII, pott.
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Another important document is incised on the left portion of the base of a large standing statue, recording that

this statue of Ara Tlrthamkara was set up in Samvat 78 within the precincts of ' a SMpa bnilt by the gods,' ue. the

StUpa was so ancient that at the time when the inscription was incised its origin had been forgotten. On the evidence

of the characters, the date of the inscription may be referred with certainty to the Indo-Scythian era, and is equivalent

to A. D. 156.* The 8t4pa which was laid bare last year must therefore have been built several centuries before the

beginning of the Christian era ; for the name of its builders would assuredly have been known if it haJ been erected

during the period when the Jainas of Mathur4 carefully kept record of their donations.

Another donative inscription, dated Samvat 1080, proves, like the two colossal images with the dates Samvats

1036 and 1134, found in 1889,' that these ancient temples were used by the Jainas during the greater part of the eleventh

century, and that their destruction happened in very late times."

The Museum Report for the year ending on the 31st March 1896 describes some further finds

close to the Kank&ll mound. Dr. Piihrer writes :

—

" The Archseological Surveyor, North-Western Provinces and Oudh, forwarded 57 ornamental slabs of great

finish and artistic merit and 15 inscribed bases of images of Tlrthamkaras, which formed part of an ancient

Jaina St4pa, dating from the second century B. C. These sculptures were found in the course of excavations carried

out in the unexplored fields adjoining the Kankdll Tila at Muttra (Mathuri), which mound in 1889-91 had furnished the

valuable and comprehensive collection of Jaina antiquities exhibited in the Museum, Like the numerous inscriptions

found in former years, the new documents contain a considerable number of names of Jaina monks, and give

in many instances longer spiritual pedigrees. One inscription especially, dated Samvat 299, and inscribed on the base

of a life-size statue of Arhat Mahdvira possesses, in spite of the omission of the reigning king's name, a considerable

interest, and, in all probability, indicates that the dates of the Kushana kings of Mathurd must be interpreted other-

wise than is usually done.' Hitherto the dates of the Kushanas have been taken to be years of the Saka era of

78 A. D., supposed to have been established by king Kanishka ; but on the strength of this inscription it would

seem tljat the beginning of this northern era must fall in the first half of the first century B. C. v

Dr. Fiihrer'from time to time sent to the late Dr. Biihler impressions and photographs of

the inscriptions and sculptures discovered, a selection from which was published by Dr. Biihler in

the "Epigraphia Indica." In Volume I of that publication in the articles entitled " New Jaina

Inscriptions from MathurS," and " Further Jaina Inscriptions from Mathur^ " (pages 371—397)

thirty-five inscriptions from the KankSlt mound were admirably edited.

The article entitled "Further Jaina Inscriptions from Mathur^,"in Volume II (pages 195—211)

gave forty-one additional documents, and the article entitled " Specimens of Jaina Sculptures from

MathurS," (pages 311—323), illustrated by four plates, supplied valuable explanations of some of the

most interesting sculptures.

These writings of Buhler have been freely quoted in the descriptions of the plates in this

volume.

Although the necessarily restricted plan of this work precludes me from attempting any
elaborate discussion of the numerous topics of interest suggested by the plates, a few words pointing

out some of the most obvious lessons to be learned from the discoveries in the Kankali mound will

help the reader to take an intelligent interest in the drawings.

The plates throw light, among other things, on the history of the Indian, or Brahml, alphabet,

on the grammar and idiom of the Prakrit dialects, on the development of Indian art, on the political

and social history of Northern India, and on the history, organization, and worship of the followers

of the Jain religion.

« Plate VI, post. The correct date is 79, not 78. The era used is not known.
' The dates are 1038 and 1134, See Plates XCV and XCVl, post.

vv I
/'"'"•

^i""""^"*
'" °°* incl-ded in this volume, and I hare not seen it. Until the inscription .aid to be dated in the year 299 hasbeen published, no inference from it can be safely drawn. = jc-i as>g nas
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The exact date of the earlier sculptures^ must remain uncertain until the era used by the great

Kush^n kings, Kanishka, Huvishka, and V^sudeva has been determined. That era may, perhaps,

prove to be the same which is used in the Kharoshtht inscriptions from the neighbourhood of

Peshawar, and has been supposed to be either identical, or nearly coincident, with the era B. C. 57,

known as the M^lava or VikramSditya era. The theory of Fergusson and Oldenberg that Kanishka

founded the l&aka era of A. D. 78 is not now generally accepted, although M. Specht still supports

it. M. Sylvajn Ldvi places the accession of Kanishka at about the Christian era. I am satisfied,

having regard to the numismatic evidence that that event cannot be placed earlier than A. D. 30.

Everyone is agreed that the Kush&n era, which undoubtedly dates from the accession of Kanishka,

cannot have begun later than A. D. 78, nor earlier than B. C. 57.^

The Mathurl. inscriptions dated in the undetermined era range certainly from the year 5 to the

year 98.^ The years 5 and 98, therefore, lie respectively between the limits of B. C. 52 and

A. D. 83, and A. D. 41 and A. D. 176.^ The latest inscription found is dated in V. S. 1134, or

A. D. 1067. The documents may, consequently, be assumed to cover a period of nearly eleven

centuries, from the beginning of the Christian era to the middle of the eleventh century A. D.

The undated inscriptions in Plates VII and X may be referred to as examples of early records

dating probably from about a century before the beginning of the Christian era. Their linguistic and

palseographical peculiarities have been commented on by Buhler.

The document reproduced in Plate XIV is dated in the year 42, which may be assumed as

approximately equivalent to B. C. 15. It is of special interest as mentioning the great Satrap

(Mahdkshatra^a) ^od^sa, and determining his date as soon as the era used by him shall have been

determined. That era is probably distinct from the era used by the Kush^n kings.

The artistic merit of many of the sculptures is apparent, although in some cases the drawings

fail to do full justice to the originals. The deep undercutting pf much of the ornament is specially,

noticeable. The existence of Hellenistic works of art at MathurS, has been long known, the most

conspicuous examples being the so-called Silenus groups, and the Herakles strangling the Nemean

lion. In the plates of this work Hellenistic influence may, I think, be traced. It was probably

the result of intercourse with the Alexandrian school, which delighted in marine monsters and

fantastic decoration. The general design of decoration in panels like that reproduced in Plate VIII

seems to me to be decidedly Hellenistic. Attention is also invited to the description of Plate XIX.

The vine shown on the left border of Plate X is certainly Hellenistic. The sculpture is

probably too early in date to be Grseco-Roman.

The harpies and centaurs of Plates XV and XVI obviously resemble to some extent those

familiar in Greek art, although it is possible that they were borrowed directly from Assyria or

Babylonia. The winged Hons of the capitals in Plates XLIII to XLVI seem to be certainly of

Assyrian or Babylonian origin. Other features of the capitals are Persian. The sculptures taken

as a whole, though thoroughly Indian in subject, and for the most part in treatment, undoubtedly

show a considerable amount of adaptation of foreign ideas.

• An excellent and well-reasoned article by M. A. M. Boyer, " L ' fipoque de Eaniska " (Journal Asiatique, Mai-Jnin, 1900, page 526) haa

been published daring tbe passage of this work through the press. M. Boyer's opinion (page 578) is thus expressed ;—" Je crois done raisonnable

I'admettre avce I'opinion gfofirale, tout en le [Kanishka] rejetant comme fondateur AeYhre Saka, qn'il commenya de regner vers la fia dn
- premier siScle aprds J. C." I am disposed to agree, and to place the accession of Kanishka about A, D. 60 or 65.

* Inscriptions dated 13S and 299 are also said to exist.

> See note, p. 46, post.
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Bcihler has emphasized the lesson taught by the MathurS, discoveries that Indian art was not

sectarian, All religions, Buddhist, Jiain, and Brahmanieal, used the art of their age and;oountry, and^

all alike drew on a common store-house of symbolic and conventional' dfevices. StUpaSf sacredi

trees, railings, wheels, and so forth, were available equally to the Jain^ Btiddhist; or orthodox Hindu
as religious symbols or decorative elements.

The discoveries have to a very large extent supplied corroboration to the written J^in tradition}

and they offer tangible incontrovertible proof of the antiquity of the Jain religion, and of its early

existence very much in its present form. The series of twenty-four pontiffs (Ttrihamkaras)i each-

with his distinctive emblem, was evidently firmly believed in at the beginning of the Christian era.

The inscriptions are replete with information as to the organizatie»n of the J&,in church- in

^^tions known as gana, hula, &n^'sdlchd, and supply excellent illustrations of the Jain books. Both

inscriptions and sculptured give interesting details proving the existence of Jain nuns, and ihxe,

i^fli^ential position in the Jain church occupied by women.
Dr, Fiihrer (.^' Progress Beport" for 1890-91, page 13).states that in all 11-0 Jain inscriptions

were collected at Mathura.

Most of those found in 1889 came from the central temple in the moupd,^ The inscribed

mm^^ 4ated V. Si 1038 a^d 1134 (Plates XCV and XGVI) are quotedby Dr, Euhrer as proving

that this central temple belonged to the Svetambara sect, but I notice that the images are nuda
The finds of 1890, he says, chiefly, come from the second Jain temple, which according to a

N^garl inscription, was still in the hands of the Digambara sect as late as V. S. 1080, A. D. 1023.^

According to Dr, FUhrer the mound also contained remains of a Buddhist vihdra and of a

Vaishnava temple. Some of the sculptures depicted in this work may belong to Buddhist or

Brahmanieal buildings, but most of them are certainly Jain. A few of the objects illustrated seem

to have been included by mistake in this collection, as thay, came, accordiijg to the labels affixed to

them, from places in Mathura distant from the Kankali mound. The supplementary plates are

from photographs supplied by Mr. Mukherji,

1 Babn P. C. Mukherji, who recently visited the spot, reports that it is now impoasibla to identify with certainty the site of either temple.

' This inscription has not been edited.
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Chapter I—Maps, Views, and Plans.

FRONTISPIECE—MAP OF MATHURA.

This map is a reproduction of Plate I in Volume III of Cunningham's " Archa3ological Survey-

Reports" and is the best available, though not, I believe, quite accurate. It shows the position

of the principal mounds, but omits many of the smaller ones.|^^ Small mounds are numerous, between

the Kankalt and the ChaubSra ruins.

The references for Mathurft in Cunningham's " Reports " are as follows :

—

Volume I, Pages 231—244, Pktes XXXIX, XL.
III. „ 13— 46, „ I—XVI.
XI, „ 75.

„ XVII, „ 107—112, „ :?:xx, XXXI.
XX, „ 30— 39, „ II—V.

Mr. Orowse's excellent " MathurS, a District Memoir " (3rd edition, Government Press,

Allahabad 1883), may also be consulted. A rough plan of the environs of the city faces page 106 of

that work.



PLATE I.

PLAN OP THE KANKlLl MOUND.

This plate, prepared by Mr. E. W. Smith and a native draughtsman, is of much less value

than it would have been if accompanied by a key and description. It shows clearly the position

•of the Jain StUpa, but it is inipossible to make out from it the positions of the two Jain temples

^r of anything else of interest. The materials for preparing a key to the plate are not now
in existence-
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PLATE II.

GENERAL VCEW OP THE EXCAVATIONS.

Plate II, in the absence of explanatory notes recorded at the time, is as unsatisfactory as

Plate I, and I am unable to_ give the needed explanations.

Plate Ila, from a photograph by a native artisi,. shows the state of the excavations in January
1889.



PLATE III.

PLAN OF THE JAIN STtfPA.

This plate gives an enlarged ground plan of the Jain StUpa. The arrangement of radiating

walls in. the basement is merely a constructive device to save expensive masonry. The spaces

between the radii were presumably filled in with clay. The devices used by StUpa builders to attain

the purpose of economizing masonry were very various. StUpas of considerable size built through-

out of solid masonry, like Mr. Pepp^'s Pipr^hwil Stupa containmg.the relics of Buddha,^ are rare.

> J. B. A. S. for Jnly 1898, page 573.
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PLATES IV, V.

VIEW AND SECTION OF THE JAIN STiyPA AS EXCAVATED.

These plates add little to the information obtainable from the plan in Plate III.

Mr, Mukherji notes th^t the bricks brought to light during the excavations were of different

sizes. Some were about 15 inches square and 6, inches thick, while others were long and compara-

tively narrow. The smallest bricks were about 7 inches broad and 2 inches thick. The smaller

sizes were, naturally, better burnt than the larger sizes. In the remains of the ancient monastery

at SohnSg in the Gorakhpur District I have noticed a similar variation in the sizes of the bricks.

The huge square slabs occur at Sohn4g also, and I measured one comparatively narrow brick there

which was 19 inches long.^

' For a description of the great monastery at Sohuig, see J. B. A. S. for .luly 1900.
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Chapter II—The Arhat Nandyavarta.

PLATE VI.

BASE OF IMAGE OF THE ARHAT NANDYAVAKTA, DATED IN THE YEAR 79.

The subject of this plate is the left hand portion of the base of a large standing figure of a

Jina found in the Kankali mound in the season 1890-91. The other portion of the base has been

lost.

The sacred symbol in the centre of the composition consists of a wheel resting on a triml,

which is supported by a lotus flower. The group of worshippers on the right of the picture is

formed of three women standing upright, and a little girl, who is partly hidden behind the stiff

Assyrian-looking lion which crouches at the end of the slab. The lost portion was no doubt

terminated by an exactly similar lion, and the group of worshippers on that side must have

consisted of four male worshippers, of whom a portion of the figure of one remains. Each of

the three women holds up in her right hand a long-stalked lotus flower. ^ The girl clasps her hands

in an attitude of adoration. The dress of the women is peculiar and consists of a single long robe

covering the whole body to the feet and confined at the waist. The inscription, though mutilated,

is still intelligible, and is as follows :

—

A. 1. Sarii JjXX IX vr IV di XX' etasydrh purwAyam kottiye gane bairdyarh idkhdydm

2. ko Ayavridhahasti arahato Nandi [&'\'vartasa praiimam nirvartayati

B. . . . bhdryyaye ^rdvikdye [din&ye] ddnarh pratimd Vodve th4p6 devanirmite pra.

" The year 79, the fourth {month of the) rainy season, the twentieth day, on that {date, specified as) above,

Aya-Vridhahasti (Arya-Vridhahastin), a preacher in the Kottiya gana (and) in the Vaira idkhd, gave the advice

to make an image of the Arhat Nandi dvarta (i\fd!ic?yiiOTrfa)3 .... the image, the gift of the female lay-disciple

Dih4 (Datt4), wife of ... . was set xip at the Vodva Stikpa, built by the gods."*

The sculpture belongs to the Kush^n period, and the mode in which the date is expressed

shows that the year 79 must be referred to the era used by the great Kush&n kings. This year

79 falls within the reign of V^sudeva, one of whose inscriptions is expressly dated in the year

y80.5

The character, language, and grammar of the Kush&n inscriptions are' discussed by Buhler in

"Epigraphia Indica," Volume I, page 371 seqq.

The text of the inscription is of special interest as proving that stUpas were built by Jains®

as well as Buddhists. The assumption has generally been made that all edifices in the Stiipa form are

' The object held by the woman nearest the symbol seems to be an opening bud j the objects held by the two other women are
nnmistakeable lotus flowers.

' The numerals 7.0, 9, 4, and 20 are each expressed in the ancient Indian manner by a single character. I use the Eoman numerals
as the nearest available equivalents. The ra&m notation used in Persian and Urdu accounts is similar in principle to the ancient Indian
notation.

' Piihrer translates " the Arhat whose mark is the Nandyavarta symbol," that is to say, Arau&tha, the 18th Tirthamhara
(" Progress Report " for 1891, page 16). He there gives the date as 78, but 79 is the correct reading. The Nandyavarta is a eomplicatcd
ci'Oss,~Somewhat resemblieg the svdstiJca. We should expect to find this symbol on the base where the wheel is. Compare the wheel in Pla'^e
XCIII.

* Buhler, Ep. Ind., Vol. II, page 204, No. XX.

" I cannot attempt to ^discuss in this work the vexed question of the Kush&n era (an^e, p. 5). Pbr the dated inscription of
V&sudeva see No. XXIV in "Epigraphia Indiei," Vol. I, page 392.

" I purposely use the well-established English word Jain iu preference to the pedantic Jaina, which is used by most of the
recent wi'iters on Indian antiquities.
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Buddhist. When the inscription under discussion was executed, not later than A, D. 157 (79

+ 78), the Vodva (Skr. Votva) Stiipa of the Jains at Mathur^ was already so ancient that at
was regarded as the work of the gods. It was probably, therefore, erected several centuries

before the Christian era, and may have been at least as ancient as the oldest Buddhist Stupa. The
record also gives interesting details of the internal constitution of the Jain church, the significance

of which has been discussed by Biihler (op. cit.) and Fuhrer.^

Biihler was fortunate enough to discover in the " Tirthakalpa," or " Rajaprasada " of

Jinaprabha, a fourteenth century work based on ancient materials, the legend of the foundation and

repair of this very " Stupa, built by the gods."

According to this work, the Stupa was originally of gold, adorned with precious stones,

and was erected in honour of the seventh Jina, Supar&vanath, by the goddess Kuberfi at the desire

of two ascetics named Dharmaruchi and Dharmaghosha. In the time of the twenty-third Jina,

PsLrfevanSth, the golden St^pa was encased in bricks, and a stone temple was built outside.

The sanctuary was restored in honour of Par&vanith by Bappa Bhattisfiri, "thirteen hun-

dred years after the lord Vira had reached perfection."^

Assuming the ordinarily received date, B. C. 527, for the death of Mahavira to be correct,

the attainment of perfection by that saint may be placed about B. 0. 550. The restoration

of the Stupa may be dated about 1300 years later, or A. D. 750. Its original erection in brick in

the time of Parsvanlth, the predecessor of Mahavira, would fall at a date not later than B. C. 600.

Considering the signifiicance of the phrase in the inscription " biiilt by the gods " as indicating that

the building at about the begioning of the Christian era was believed to date from a period of

mythical antiquity, the date B. C. 600 for its first erection is not too early. Probably, therefore,

this StApa, of which Dr. Piihrer exposed the foundations, is the oldest known building in India.

> " Progress Report " for 1890-91, pp. 13—16.

' "A Legend of the .Taiua Stupa at Mathura." {" Sitzungsberichte der Kais AJcadsmie der Wissengohaften in Wien," 1897.)
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Chapter IIL—Ayagapatas or Tablets of homage.

PLATE VII.

IyAgapata, or tablet of homage, set up by sihanadika.

Plates VII to XIII are devoted to the illustration of the very interesting and beautiful works

technically known as dydgapatas.
" An Aydgapa*a is an ornamental slab, bearing the representation of a Jina or of some other object of worship,

and the term may be appropriately rendered by ' tablet of homage or of worship,' since such slabs were put up in

temples, as the numerous inscriptions on them say, 'for the worship of the Arhats' Among the Jainas they

probably went out of fashion at an early period, as the inscriptions on them invariably show archaic characters, and are

in no case known to me dated." '

Biihler was at first under the impression that the use of these highly decorated tablets was
confined to the Jains ; but Dr. Ftihrer has recorded the discovery of a Buddhist example among the

ruins of a Buddhist vihdra at RSmnagar in the Bareli district, the site of the ancient AdhichhattrS

or Ahichatra. That example is said to exhibit in the centre a fullblown lotus surrounded by four

highly ornamented trikuls, and to bear an ancient inscription. ^

The examples represented in the plates in this book are all Jain.

The central object in Plate VII is the seated figure of a Jina.

The surrounding carving comprises representations of pillars in the Persian Achsemenian style,

and a great variety of sacred symbols, which I need not attempt to describe in detail. The work-

manship is very fine.

The ce«tral figure has been reproduced as figure a of Plate I in " Epigraphia Indica," Volume
II. The inscription is in characters of early form

; probably anterior to the reign' of Kanishka, and

not later than the Christian era (ibid., p. 197).

The text is as follows :

—

L.—1. Namo Arahantdnam Sihakasa Vdnikasa putrena Kosikiputrojfct.

2. Sihanddikena dy&gapato pratithdpito ArahaMapujdye.

" Adoration to the Arhats! A tablet of homage (^dydgapata) was set up by Sihanadika (Sirhhanadika ? °nandika f),

son of the Vanika Sihaka {Sirhhaka) and son of a KoSiki {Kauiikt mother), for the worship of the Arhats."*

The term Vanika is supposed to be the name of the clan of Sihaka and his son Sihanadika, who
were probably Kshatriyas as indicated by the fact that the donor's mother was a Kau&ikl.*

» " Epigraphia Indica," Vol. II, pp. 311, 314. ^
,

'

» "Epigraphia Indica," Vol. II, p. 314, Note 8. The Bnddhist dj/dgapata does not appear to have been published.

3 Professor Rhys Davids points out to me that the word pnjaye would be better translated " in honour of " than "for the worship
of." The Arhats were not regarded as gods. But I have allowed Biihler's translations to stand unaltered.

« No. XXX in "Epigraphia Indica," Vol. II, p. 207.



PLATE VII.

MATHURA SERIES.-KANKALI TIL^.

UAgapata, or "Tablet^ of Homage oe 07 Wokship," set up by SihanIdika
FOK THE WOESHIF OF THE ARHATS.

'

SoALE OF Feet

INOHCI 12
I Foot

Phobo-zlnoographed at the Survey o< India Offloes, Calcatta, October 189fi.







PLATE VIIL

MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TIlI.

ItIgapata, or "Tablet ov Homage," the G;?t op an Inhabitant of MathuhA,

^j^^ijiMMigi^i^^^^^^^

Scale of Feet
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I Foot
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Ptioto-zincofiraphed at the Sarvey of India Offioas, Gaicutta, October 1898.
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PI^TE VJII.

lYlGAPATA, OK TABLET OF HOMAGE, SET UP BY AN INHABITANT OE MATHUEA.

This,fine work which is said to have beein foun^ north-east of the existing shrine of Kankait

in March 1891, has for its central object a sacred wheel with sixteen spokes. The upper right

corner lias teen. lost. The bands of sculpture surrounding the wheel oifer a rich variety "of orna-

mental and symbolic designs.

"The"inscription is not visible in the plate, but the heading indicates that the archaic inscription

No. yWi ("jSpigraiphia Indicii," Volurtie II, pp. '200, 313) belongs to this slab. ^ " "' '

1 Jie inscription is as loUows :
—

^

barrio arahato Mdhdvirasa MdtKuriika . . . lavddasq£sd] . . . bhaydye va , . .

iidj/e [dydjfopa^o]. '
,

"Adoration to the Arhat Mah^vira fMahdvpraJ. A tablet of homage fdydgapata, the gift) of ... it^, the

wife of V' I i"' lavMa (?), ail iiihklbiitaht of Mathui-a.
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PLATE IX.

lYlQAPATA, OB TABLET OF HOMAGE, OP AN UNKNOWN DONOR.

This tablet resembles that depicted in Plate Vll in having for its central object the figure of a

seated Jain saint. The surrounding symbolic ornaments, however, are quite different. Among them
may be noticed the svastiha or mystic cross, and a pair of fishes, omens of good luck, a second seated

Jina (at the foot of the plate), a St4pa (at the top of the plate), and sacred trees withiil railings (at

the sides). 1 The slab thus offers another proof of the Jain veneration for StUpas. The sacred trees

closely resemble those generally associated with Buddhism. A photograph of this slab has been

already publishM by Buhler, accompanied by an elaborate description. ("Epigraphia Indica," Volume
II, Plate I, 6, pp. 311-313). The remains of the inscription at the base are illegible.

> According to Dr. Ffthrer. the eight auspicious marks of the Jains are: (1) the mystic cross {SvcutiJia), (2) mirror (DarjxMa).

(3) pot (iTsIaia), (4) cane seat, shaped like an hour-glass {Shadrdtana), (5,6) two small fish, (7) flower garland, (SJ book. ("Journal of

Indian Art and Indnstry, " October 1893, page 38.)



MATflf r\ series.—KANKALI TIlI.

AviGAPAiA, 0:1 " TaI^LET 01' HoMAGT,,"

PLATE IX.
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PLATE X.

AyAGAPATA, or tablet op homage, set up by the wipe op 6IVAGHOSHAKA.

A SEATED Jina occupies the centre of this tablet also, but in this ease he has an attendant on

each side. The symbolic ornaments are rather less rich and varied than in the examples previously

described. The Jina in this case is unmistakeably P4r6van&th, his head being canopied by his

seven-hooded snake.

The inscription at the base is much mutilated. The characters are of an archaic type prior to

the Kush&n era. What is left of the record reads as follows :

—

Namo arahant&nd 8ivaghoJ[shakd]sa bhari[yd'] . . . . : n& ..... nd ...
" Adoration to the Arhats . . . the wife of Sivaghoshaka." (" Epigraphia Indica," Vol. IIj page 207

No. XXXI.)

The slab was found in January 1891.
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PLATE XL

IyAgapata, or tablet of homage, set up by the wife of bhadranadi.

This slab is said to have been found in December 1890 near the centre of the KankMt mound.

It is not so well preserved as severail of the other, examples, and the drawing is, in consequence, not

qiiite satisfactory. The central ^ina cannot be identified. The prnEiments include two massive pillars

in a style quite different from those depicted In Plate VII ante. The inscription, which belongs

appijoximately to lihe period of the great JCushan kings, is almost perfect, and is as follows :

—

'
Ii. 1. Namo ArahwhtAnathtmala] i^asa dhitu ^hadrayaiasa mdhuye Bhadranadisa iha'gdye '-

2. AlchaWj.ye d[yd']gapato pratithdpiioarahatapujdye.

"Adoration to the Arhals! A tablet of homage {Aydgapata) was set up by Achal^ (?), daughter-in-lafW of

'ShdkAxxj&'iit {Wiadrayaids) and wife of Bhadranacli' (B^adra»ia»id!m) for the worship of the Arhats.'*" ("Epigraphia

Indica," Volume II, page 207, No. XXXII.)

The plate seems to read AgoM, rather than AchalS, as read by Blihler with doubt.



PLATE XI.

MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TIlI.

Ayagapata, or ''Tabj.kt op Homage/* set up by AchalA, the Wipe op Bhadranadi.

Scale op "^eet

OHE. f ^
, f

Pboto-ataooSraphBd at the aarwy of India Offloe., Oalcutto, October 1898.
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PLATE XII.

IyAgapata or tablet of homage set up by sivayai^a.

The uppdr part of the slab depicted in this^ plate has been lost. The lower and more
important portion is well preserved, and the inscription is nearly complete.

The composition gives an interesting view of a Jain St4pa, which was surrounded by a
perambulation path guarded by a railing. The path is approached through a highly-decorated Torana
gateway, to which four steps ascend. A heavy wreath hangs from the lowest beam of the gateway.
A dancing-girl, completely nude except for a sash round the hips and the usual jewellepy,

stands in an immodest attitude on the railing on each side of the gate. Two massive pillars with
peculiar bases are Shown, and a small portion of the railing surrounding an upper perambula-
tion path is visible.

The general arrangements of the Stiipq are identical with those familiar to all students of
Buddhist antiquities.

The railing is of a plain archaic type.

The characters of the inscription below the railing are in form anterior to the alphabet used by
the Kush^n kings, and may be considerably earUer than the Christian era. The inscription i&

as follows :

—

L. 1 a. Namo arahatdnath Phaguyasasa -

2 a. natakasa bhaydye SivayasA

^a. .,.i...,d.,.,d hdye

1 b. dydgapato kdrito

2 b. arahata pujdye.

"Adoration to the Arhata ! BySivayafiS, (Sivayaaas), wife of the <Jancer Phaguyafia fPhalguyasasj ....
a tablet of homage fdydgapataj was caused to be made for the worship of the Arhats." ("Epigraphia Indioa,"^

Volume II, page 200, No. V.)

Mr, Mukherji found an inscribed slab to the west, of the bridge on the road leading to

the Holi gate, containing a bas-relief representation of aStiupa 10^ inches high,^ which may be com-

pared with the representation in this plate.

' Po««, Plate cm.
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PLATE XIII.

AyIgapata, or tablet of homage, set up by SivamitrA.

FiGUEB 1 represents a fragment of an dydga/pata of which more than half has been lost.

The central object is among the parts missing. The ornaments include the lucky fish, which

has been noticed in Plate VII, and beautifully executed flower and scroll designs. The slab was

found by Dr. Burgess in 1887. The inscription at the base is in archaic characters apparently

anterior to the KushSn period, and thus adds one more to the many proofs of the antiquity

of the Jain worship at Mathura. The record, though incomplete, is sufficiently
,
intelligible,

and is as follows :

—

L. 1. Namo arahato Vardhamdnasya Gutiputrasa Pothaya—Saka . . .

2. Kdlavdlasa

3 Kosiheye Bimitr&ye dydgapafo prati.

" Adoration to the Arhat Vardhamana ! A tablet of homage was set up by ^ivaraitr^ (of) the Kaufiika ffamity)

(wife) of Gotiputra {Oauptiputra), a black serpent for the Pothayas and Sakas;"

The historical significance of this brief document is explained as follows by Buhler :

—

" Some interesting historical information may be extracted from No. XXXIII, which records a gift by

KoSiki Si[va]mitra, [the wife] ot Gotiputra, a black serpent for the Pothayas and Sakas.

Both Gotiputra and Kofiiki Sivamitr^ were of noble or royal descent. This is indicated by their family

names. KosiM, in Sanskrit KausiU, means ' she of the race of Kufiika ' KauSika is the nomen gentile of ViSvamitra

and his descendants, the'Vifivamitras, who form one of the ancient Vedic gotras. Numerous instances in the northern

and southern inscription show that the queens and princesses were frequently called by the Vedic gotra-n&mes, such as

the GautamJ, the V^tsi, the VS,sishthi, the G^rgt, etc. And the explanation is no doubt that these gotras originally

were those of the Purohitas of the royal or noble families, from which the queens were descended, and that the kings

were affiliated to them for religious reasons as the Srautasdtras indicate. It seems, therefore, impossible to explain the

epithet Kofiiki otherwise than by the assumption that Sivamitrd was descended from a royal race, which had been

affiliated to the Kau6ikas.

With respect to Gotiputra, in Sanskrit Gaupttputra, it may be pointed out that this name, which means the

son of her of the Gaupta race, is borne by the second king of Sir A. Cunningham's inscription on the Torana of the

Bhi^vbrit StUpa, where we read Gotiputrasa Agardjusa putena, in Sanskrit Gaupttputrasya Angdradyutajf, putreifa.

Though I am not prepared to identify the two Gotiputras, it is evident that the name was borne at least by one royal

or princely personage. The epithet of our Gotiputra, 'a black serpent for the Pothayas and Sakas,' points also to his

belonging to the warrior tribe. For, according to the analogy of other well-known epithets, such as vairimattebhasimha,

it can only mean that he fought with the Pothayas and Sakas, and proved to them as destructive as the black cobra is

to mankind in general.

The Pothayas are the Proshthas, whom the MahdbMrata, Volume VI, pages 9, 61, and the Vishnupurdna (ed.

Hall, Volume II, page 179), name among the southern nations. In the latter passage they appear together with the

Sakas and the Kokarakas. As both works include in their enumeration of the southern nations the Trigartas, who are

known to be inhabitants of Northern India, the accuracy of their statements with respect to the seats of the Sakas and

Proshthas may be doubted. But it remains interesting that the two names are placed closely together in the Vishtfu-

purana, and "this juxtaposition is, as our inscription shows, not without foundation.'"

The characters of the inscription being archaic, the wars alluded to probably took place in the

first century B. C. The Sakas may have been the Satraps (Kshatrapa) of MathurS..

Figure 2 of the plate represents a pretty bit of scroll work, well undercut.

' Biihler in " Gpigraphia Indies," Vol, I, pp. 394, 396, Inscr, No. XXXIII. Biihler's explanation of the formation of the names of
qveene and princesses is not universally accepted.
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PLATE XIV.

IMAGE OF ARYAVATl, DATED IN THE 42nd YEAR OF THE SATRAP SODlSA.

This fine votive tablet, which is essentially an dydgapata, though not so called, represent. _.

royal lady attended by three women and a child. The attendant women, in accordance with the
ancient Hindu fashion, which survived to modern times in Southern India, are naked to the waist.
One holds an umbrella over her mistress, whom another fans. The third holds a wreath (hdr) ready
for presentation. The execution is bold, and not altogether wanting in artistic merit.

The inscription above shows that the tablet was presented to the Jain shrine by a lady named
Amohini in the year 42, in the reign of the Satrap ^odisa. The text is as follows :—

^

LA. Nama arahato Vardhamdnasa

2. Svld^misa mahahshatrapasa ^oddsasa savatsare XL (I) II hemaMamdse II divase IX Haritiputrasa
Pdlasa bhaydye samasdvikdye

3. Koehhiye Amohiniye sahd putrehi Pdlaghoshena Pothaghoshena Dhanaghoshena Aymati pratithdpitd

prdyalbha]

4. Aryavatt urahatapujdye.

The record, which presents many points of interest, is rendered as follows by Buhler ;—
"Adoration to the Arhat Vardhamana ! _

In the year 42 of the Lord, the Mah^kshatrapa Soddsa, in the second
month of winter, on the 9th day, an Ayavati (AryavatiJ was set up by Amohini (Amohint), the Kochhi (KautslJ, a

female lay-disciple of the ascetics (and) wife of P^la, son of a Hariti (Hariti or Hdriti mother), together with her
sons Palaghosha, Pothaghosha ^Prosft^Aajr/ioaAffl, awd^ Dhanaghosha .... the Aryavati ("w^ for the worship of the

Arhat.'"

Unfortunately the initial year of the era used by the great Satrap Sod^sa has not yet been
determined with accuracy, but the inscription may be considered as dating a few years earlier than the

Christian era. Although Buhler thought it possible that the first numeral character might be read

as 70, it seems to me to be 40.

Another inscription of the Satrap SodS.sa was found by Cunningham in the Jail mound at

Mathur4 {Arch. Rep., Volume III, page 30, Plate XIII, 1). His coins also are found in the neigh-

bourhood. His history and coinage are discussed in the publications referred to in the note,^ but

no thoroughly satisfactory result can be obtained until the chronological position of the dynasty of

the Satraps of MathurS, is definitely fixed

J « Epigraphia Indica," Vol. II, p. 199, Inscr, No, II. M. Boyer {L':Spoque de Kaniska, p. 566) accepts 72 as correct,

« Cunningham, " Coins of Ancient India," p. 86, Plate VIII; Bhagwdn Ml Indraji and Eapson in J. R. A. S. for 1891, pp. 541
seqg, Biihler, ibidem, pp. 525 ieqj.
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Chapter JV—Veneration of a Stupa.

PLATE XV.

VENERATION OF A STOPA.

This plate represents the carvings on the obverse, reverse, and under-side, or soffit, ofthe central

portion of the lowest beam of a Torana archway in the railing round a StUpa.^ The beam was found

in January 1891 north of the well and near one of the Jain temples. It may have belonged to the

ancient Stilpa, which was believed to have been built by the gods (ante, Plate VI), and is certainly

an early work, probably to be dated about 100 or 50 B. C.

The scenes on the obverse and reverse have already been reproduced by Biihler from photo-

graphs. ^ The patera on the under-side is now published for the first time.

Buhler's description is as follows :

—

" The obverse represents the worship^ of a St4pa by two Suparnas, half birds and half men, and by five centaurs

or Kimnaras. One of the former offers a garland and the other, as well as three of the centaurs, two on the right and

one on the left, bring jars or boxes fitted with flower bunches(?). The last two centaurs on the left seem to carry

brooms or fans, made of branches.* On both sides of the /SMpas stand trees, and the two Suparpas seem to be seated on,

or hovering above, the bending branches of those nearest to the Stilpa. All the five figures wear turbans, such as many
of the males of rank represented on Buddhist sculptures wear

A somewhat similar scene, where Suparnas worship a St4pa, occurs on a relievo at Sanchi. (Fergusson, Tree

and Serpent Worship, Tlate XXVIII, figure 1.) But it must be noted that the Sanchi figures are much more like Greek

harpies, while those on our slab are done in a more conventional manner like the winged figures on the Assyrian and

Persian sculptures.

Among. Brahmanical representations, those of Garuda, the king of the Suparnas, on the Gupta seals are

-worthy of comparison. Centaurs have been discovered on the Buddhist monuments in Gay^ and elsewhere, and in

all probability, they go back to Greek models. What is particularly remarkable in those on our slab is the branch which

hides the place where the human body is united with the rump of the librse. As far as I have been able to ascertain

from my colleagues, versed in classical archseology, there are no Greek sculptures showing this particular.

The reverse of our doorstep [sic] contains a fragment of a procession, apparently about to visit some sacred

place. On the extreme right we have two horsemen, each preceded by a ' syce' or groom. Next follows a covered

cart, drawn by two enormous bullocks, as big as those of the P^lanpur breed, and filled with males and females. The cart

closely resembles a modern shighram, and the driver, who lifts his goad, is seated, as is still the custom, on the pole.

The tails of the animals are tied to strings connected with the yoke, just as is the case with those of the horses on the

Sanchi relievos. Behind the cart comes again a horseman and finally an elephant with two riders. The elephant is

very badly done," The trappings of the several animals are exactly like those represented on the Sanchi sculptures.

But similar carts are not traceable on the latter, where very Greek-looking chariots drawn by horses appear instead.

' Biihler erroneously calls the beam a doorstep. The under-surface of a doorstep would not be carved.

* " Epigraphia Indica," Vol. II, p. 318, Plate II, flgs. b and c.

' I prefer to use the word "veneration " rather than " worship, " which latter word as used in modern English is apt to cause

misconception.

* I cannot discern any traces of bunches of flowers in the flat bowls. The objects described as brooms by Biihler are more cor-

rectly described by Mr. Mukherji, who notes that the fourth Kiriinara holds a fly-flapper, and the fifth a lotus.

» This opinion seems^ to be due to imperfection in the photograph. The drawing now published shows that the elephant

is represented with considerable skill. It is well-known that Indian sculptors and painters are more successful in representing the elephant

than they are in representing any other animal.
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PLATE XVI.

GANDHARVA AND SUPARNA8.

The figures in this plate may be regarded as a supplement to, and illustration of, the plate

last described. The two fragments, as Mr. Mukherji points out, seem to bepartaof one slab, which
doubtless exhibited the veneration of a Stupa by the heavenly beings. The left side of figure 2 should

apparently be fitted to the top of figure 1. The mutilated male figure to the left of the umbrella

seems to be intended for a Gandharva. A corresponding figure must have been on the other side

of the umbrella. The Kimnaras, or harpies, hover in the air on each side of the umbrella over the

lost St&pa. The sculpture is archaic in style.

The " Tlrthakalpa " gives a description of the homage paid to " the StUpa built by the gods "

{ante, Plate VI), which illustrates Plates XV and XVI :

—

" Then on the night of the eleventli [seil of the month K^rttika, October-November], holding vessels in their

hands, they washed (the StiXpa) with, milk, sour-milk, ghl, saffron, sandal, and so forth, out of thousands of vessels.

The gods, remaining hidden, took part in the ablutions. Even to-day they come in the same way to the procession.

When all by turns had performed the ablutions, they placed (on the StApa) flowers, incense, cloth, great banners, and

ornaments. To the saints they gave clothes, ghi, sugar, and so forth. On the twelfth (night) garlands were put up."^

' Buhler, " A Legend of the .Taina Stafa at Mathura." (" Sitzungsheriohte der KaU, Aiiad. der Wistetm-h. t;» Wien," 1897.)
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.CHAPTER V.^SCULPTURED PANELS,

PLATE XVII.

SCm-PTURED PANELS.

The broken slabs represented in this plate niay have formed part of- the decoration of a

Torana pillar.

Figure 1 represents a Jain saint, called Vardhamana by Dr. Puhrer,^ preaching to "a prince

and his three attendants. The royal rank of the principal hearer is indicated by the umbrella held

over him. 2 The scene is bounded on the left by a lion capital in Achsemenian style.

The panel represented in figure 2 is divided into two compartments. The upper compartment,

a narrow band, shows a. St4pa in the centre, with two seated Jainas on each side. These four images

are probably those of the last four Tirthamkaras, Nimi, Nemi, P^r&va, and VardhamSna. The
identity of-P&r&van&th is established by his canopy of snake-heads.

The lower compartment seems to represent the ascetic named Kaaha, in whose honour the

sculpture was dedicated, receiving the homage of the donor, the wife of Dhanahastin, and of three

small females, one of whom is represented as a snake-maiden (Ndga-hanyd) with a canopy of cobras.

The objects held in the hands of the ascetic seem to be pieces of cloth. The principal inscription is

in rather irregular characters. The date at the beginning appears to be 95, which would fall in the

reign of VHsudeva. The record is imperfect, and is not included among the inscriptions published

by Dr. Buhler in the " Epigraphia Indica."

So far as it can be made out it reads :

—

L. 1. [Sqddham sum XCV (.?) gri II di XVIII Kottiyldjto gai^dto Th&niyato kuldto Vair[dto] [kd]}chdto

A.ryya araha ...
L. 2. Sibini Dhdmathdye (.?) Grahadatasya dhi . . Dhanahathi . . .

" Success ! In the year 95 (?), in the second (month of) summer, on the 18th day, at the request of Dhamath^
(?), the female pupil of the Aryya Araha[dinna], from the Kottiya gaj^a, from the Th^niya hula, from the Va'ira

idkha .... [the gift] of
. . . . the daughter of Grahadata, and wife of Dhanathi (Dhanahastin)."

The words anagha sreshti vidyd in large bold characters are to the proper right of the lady's

head, and the words Katiha iSrdmano between her head and that of the ascetic.^

The sculpture evidently refers to some Jain legend which has not yet come to the knowledge
of European scholars. The fact that Kanha is represented as clothed indicates that he belonged
to the SvetS.mbara sect.

I cannot discover any reason for calling the saint Vardhamana.
» The prince's headdress resembles that shown on some gold coins of Huvishka.

A v.4.t 1 mJ''® ^°''^^ Kanha Srjfmano are distinct on the plate, but of anagia sreshH mdyd only a portion is legible and the reading isdonbtful. The reading is given by Puhrer in the « Progress Report " for 1890-91, page 15.
legioie ana tne reaamg is
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Obverse of Ornamental Slab representing Naigamesha-Nemeso, who at Indea's command transferred the embryo or
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AND Musicians rejoicing at Nbmesa's feat.
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Chapter VI—Naigamesha Nemesa-

PLATE XVIII.

ISAIGAMESHA NEMESA.

This plate represents the obverse and reverse of a broken frieze about two feet in length and
is, perhaps, the most interesting of the series.

The extant portion of the obverse shows ^ve figures. The principal figure is a goat-headed
deity seated in an easy attitude on a low seat, turning round his head to the proper right as if

addressing another personage whose image has been lost. The deity is labelled Bhagavd Nemeso
m bold characters, dating from about the beginning of the Christian era, or earlier. To the right
are three standing females, and a male infant stands by the left knee of the deity. The reverse of
the slab shows nine figures of musicians and dancers, of whom six are practically complete.

The late Dr. Buhler published a photograph of the obverse of the slab (" Epigraphia Indica,"

Volume II, page 314, Plate 11^), and succeeded in clearly explaining the meaning of the group.

Bhagavd Nemeso, 'the worshipful Nemeso,'^ is a variant of the name of the deity called

Harinegamesl in the KalpasMra, Naigomeshin in the Nemindiha charita, and Nejamesha or Naiga-
meya in other works. The god is represented sometimes with the head, of a ram, sometimes with

that of an antelope, and sometimes with that of a goat. In all his forms, whether in Jain or Brah-
manical mythology, he is associated with the procreation of children. He is regarded in two aspects

—

one as a beneficent, and the other as a malevolent, deity.

Buhler relates the legend illustrated by the sculpture from the Kalpasfitra as follows :

—

" When Indra became aware that MahS,vtra had taken the form of an embryo in the Brdhmani Devananda's

body, he paid his reverence to the Arhat that was to be born. It then occurred to him that an Arhat ought not to be

born in a low Brahmanical family, but only in a_ noble royal race, and that it was and always had been the duty of the

reigning Indra to transfer the embryo, in case through the influence of his Karman an Arhat had descended into the

body of a female of the Brahman caste. In order to fulfil this duty, Indra directed Harinegamesl, the divine com-

mander of infantry, to transfer Mah^vlra from the body of Devanand^ to TrifidM, a lady of the Judtri family of

Kshatriyas, who was also with child. Harinagamesi then repaired first to the Brahmanical quarter of Kundagr^ma,'

took Mahavira from Devanandi', cleansing him from all impurity, and carried him carefully in his folded hands to the

Kshatriya quarter of the same town. There he took TrigdM's embryo from her, likewise duly cleansing it, and put

Mahavira in its place. Next he returned to Devanandi and placed TriSdM's child in her body. During these opera-

tions the two ladies and their attendants lay in a deep magic sleep. Finally, the deity returned to Indra's abode and

reported to him that his orders had been carried out."

The missing personage addressed by the goat-headed god must have been Indra. The scene of

the composition should, therefore, be regarded as laid in Indra's heaven after the execution of the

mission. The infant seems to hold in his left hand a cloth, and to be thus conventionally indicated

as an ascetic. He must be identified with Mahavira. The imperfect legend Bhagalvd] seems from its

position to refer to the central female, who is apparently intended for either DevanandS, or Tri&aljl

;

but the epithet, which means " worshipful," is more appropriate if referred to the infant Mahdvlra.

The inscription is separately published in ibid, p. 200, No. VI.

' Buhler translates hhagava by "divine," but " worshipful " is a safer rendering.

3 Vais41i, the modern Basftrh, about 27 miles north of Patna, comprised three distinct sections, Vais^li, Kundagdma, and Vaniyag&ma,
the modem villages of Basftrh (^^TS)i Basukund, and Baniy^. The subur'b KolUga was occupied by the

_
Kshatriya clan of the Mtas

or N&yas, whose chief was Siddhirtha, the father of Vardham&na or Mah&vira, the founder of Jainism. The birth of Mahavira took plaee in

or about B. C. 599, all, or nearly all, authorities are agreed that he died in B. C. 527* (Hoernle, "Annual Address to Asiatic Society of Bengal,"
February 1898, in Proe, A. 8. B. for that month.)
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The group on the reverse of the slab is evidently designed as an expression of rejoicing at the

successful accomplishment of the transfer of the child.

The contemptuous reference in the Kalpmutra to "a low Brahmanical family" is of interest.

Bilhler points out that four mutilated statues, or statuettes, now in the Mathura Museum,

which puzzled Cunningham, refer to the same legend. Two of these figures are goat-headed males

and two are females, each holding an infant in a dish.^

' Cmmingham, " Beports," Vol. XX, p. 36, Plate IV. The heads are mutllatod and Ounningham supposed the figures to be " ux-headed •''

but they are either " goat-headed " or " ram-headed." No record has been kept of the locality in which these curious figures wore found.
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Chapter VUr-A Torana.

PLATES XIX AND XX.

A TORANA.
The interesting sculptures which are the subject of these plates formed part of the decoration

of the obverse and reverse ofa Torana archway, such as is represented m plate XII ante. They
have already been reproduced from photographs and described by Buhler lEpiqraphia Indica,
Volume II, p. 319, Plate III).

The general subject of both compositions is the veneration of holy objects and places, probably
Jain, by human and mythological beings. The plates are so readily intelligible that detailed des-

cription may be spared, and the reader's attention need be merely drawn to a few noticeable points.

The spandril, or corner space, in Plate XIX represents a group of ten male and female worship-
pers standing in an attitude of adoration, and bringing offerings. Below their feet a cart is shown
m part. The central and most conspicuous figure carries a large wreath to be hung up on the StUpa
or temple. The three curved bands all represent processional scenes, and may be compared with
Plate XV ante. The running figures in the central band carry long trailing wreaths. This motive-

is very common in Indian Buddhist art and in Roman art of the Antonine period, and as late as

the time of Constantine (A. D. 300). The style of this central band seems to me decidedly

Hellenistic. The open-niouthed crocodiles which terminate each band are a very common element of

decoration in early Indian art.

On the reverse (Plate XX) the spandril is again occupied by a group of worshippers, six in

number, engaged in doing reverence to a StUpa and three small platforms bearing representations of
sacred emblems.^ The processional scenes in the carved bands are largely occupied by mythical

monsters.

There is nothing in the sculptures of this Torana to indicate whether the ceremony depicted

was Jain or Buddhist; but the fact that the slabs were found not far from the present temple of

Kankali and close to many Jain remains indicates that Jain ceremonies are the subject of the composi-

tion.

Buhler has correctly pointed out that there was no distinctive school of Buddhist, as distin-

guished from Jain and Brahmanical, art. All sects made use for devotional purposes of the art style

of their period, and all alike to a very^ large extent used the same symbolism. Wheels, tridents,

lotus flowers, StUpas, and many other forms of symbols are common to all the sects.

' Such platforms were called pifiikS.
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Chapter Vliir^DEcoRATivE Work.

PLATES XXI TO XXVI.

DECOKATIVE WORK.

These six plates, which represent sundry specimens of uninseribed decorative work, may be

grouped together, arid very briefly described.

The panel shown in Plate XXI is a very fine example of deeply undercut scroll work, based

on an acanthus leaf motive. It has been published as figure 3 of Plate VI of the " Technical Art
Series," 1892.

Plate XXII represents another panel of a more commonplace kind, carved in shallow relief.^

Such panels were used to cover blank spaces,^ Plate XXIII represents a singularly perfect and
delicately carved umbrella in red sandstone, which was probably suspended over a colossal statue, or

perhaps over a Stupa.^

The fragment of a Torana beam depicted in figure 1 of Plate XXIV is exquisitely carved.

The lotus flower and buds are admirably executed.* The squatted dwarf with snake extremities

recalls a class of figures common in Graeco-Roman art, and probably of Alexandrine origin.

Figure 2, a string course, is a good example of undercut leaf scroll work.

Plate XXV offers examples of the carved ends of Torana beams.

The most interesting of these is shown in figure 1, which represents in the left compartment a

bird monster, or garuda, in the act of devouring a triple-hooded snake, which has coiled itself round

the monster's neck. The right compartment is unfortunately imperfect. The object depicted is a

covered carriage with the bullocks unyoked and resting. One of the animals is standing, while the

other is comfortably lying down. The perspective is unusually good.

The carved door jamb represented in Plate XXVI is said to have been found in the.ruins at

Moramayl, a village about seven miles west of MathurS,, where an inscription of the Satrap Rajubula

was discovered. The well-executed vine on the front elevation is noticeable, and is, I think, distinctly

Hellenistic.

Plates XXIV, XXV, and XXVI have already been published as Plates 85 and 87 of the

" Journal of Indian Art and Industry," Volume V, No. 44 (October 1893).

' This slab is aaid'to have been found in the so-called Jail mouud Cunningham's name of " the Jail mound " refers to the old
and disused Jail.

' Compare the similar decorative panels between the Torana beams in Plate XII ante.

" This specimen is also said to come from the Jail mound. Two inferior umbrellas, now in the Lucknow Museum, wereo fund in the
Eank&li mound in February 1889.

* The lotus was the symbol of the 6th Jina, Supidmanatha. I need hardly say that the lotus is used in Indian art of all ages and
all religions.
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Chapter IX—Torana Pillars.

PLATES XXVII AND XXVIII.

TORANA PILLARS.

Each pillar is divided into a series of compartments, one above th other, and each compart-
ment contains the representation of a domestic scene. The compartments are separated by railings

with plain bars and posts. The arrangement of the compartments resembles that seen in the

GIndhara sculptures; but the debased Corinthian capitals characteristic of those sculptures are here

wanting. Plate XXVII has been already published as Plate 86 of No. 44 of Volume V of the
" Journal of Indian Art and Industry " for October 1893.

The attitude of the figures in the upper compartment of the back elevation of the inscribed

pillar shown in Plate XXVIII is indelicate. The principal figure in the lower compartment of the

same pillar is evidently intended for a king or chief The inscription, which is in characters dating

apparently from the time of the great KushSn kings, reads as follows :-^

L. 1. " Noma ahathtdnarh [sie] irdmana iravikdye.

2. lahastintye toranamprati[^shthdpi].

3. saha mdtd pitihi saha.

4. sairH ia£urena.

" Adoration to the Arhats ! A Torajfa has been erected by order of—lahastini (Balahastini), a lay pupil of

the ascetics, together witi her parents, together with her mother-in-law and her father-in-law.'"

The formula was intended to secure the participation of the relatives nalned in the merit of the

young lady's pious act.

The Mathur^ inscriptions afford many cledt proofs that the ladies formed an influential element

in -the constitution of the early Jain church.
"

» •• Bpigraphia Indica," Vol. I, p. 390, No. XVII.
' "^ ~~
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Chapter X—Sundry Carvings.

PLATES XXIX, XXX, AND XXXI.

SUNDRY CARVINGS. ,

Figure 1 in -Plate XXIX, unfortunately much mutilated, represents a horseman riding up a

rocky ascent. The principal element in figures 2 and 3 of the same plate may be regarded as a

variety of the vajra, or thunderbolt, commonly used in the later Buddhist symbolism.

Plate XXX repi-esents a well-preserved and beautifully-carved lintel. Part of another lintel

with lions' or tigers' heads on the dentils is shown in figure 2 of Plate XXXL The pediment

shown in figure 1 of that plate must have formed part of the decoration of a temple steeple.

It is said to "come from the Kesava temple in the city of Mathurfi,, and not from the Kank&li

mound*

The seated deity with a lotus in each hand appears to be intended for the Sun*god.
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MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA

PLATE XXXI.

Fig. I . Details of Cakved Pediment.
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MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA.

Fragment ot Scf"a.PTUJii5D Tokanh.

PLATE XXXIL
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PLATES XXXII AND XXXIII.

^ FIGURE SCULPTURES OF A TORANA.

The sculptures shown in these plates formed part of the decorations of the ^ambs of a

torana gateway.

The persons represented in the upper panel of figure 1 of Plate XXXII seem to be man
and wife. Both are naked to the waist, except for a folded dopatta thrown over the shoulders.

The lower panel of the same figure, ofiers a very curious picture of a woman playing cymbals,

with her elbows resting on the sill of a window with a pointed arch. Below the window is,

a water-vessel {lota) with five lotus-buds in it. The object to the left is perhaps a bird.

Figure 1 in Plate XXXIII presents -processional scenes on the back and front of the jamb.

Women, naked to the waist, are bringing offerings to a holy place.

The group depicted in figure 2 of the same plate is unfortunately mutilated. The principal

figure is a man of foreign appearance, .squatted on the ground, playing a lute (vtnd). He is

attended by two women, of whom ,one holds up a water-jar in her left hand, while the other

holds a palm-leaf fan.

The man wears nothing but a tight waistcloth (dhoti), a circular turban, and bracelets. The

women wear heavy and numerous armlets.
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PLATES XXXIV AND XXXV-

SCULPTURED BRACKETS OF TORANA BEAM.i

The principal figures appear to be those of dancing-girls, each standing under a tree.

In Plate XXXIV the girl is represented standing on an elephant with uplifted trunk. In

Plate XXXV she stands upon the back of a nude female.

Both the girls are clothed below the waist and are not entirely nude like the women in

Plates LX to LXIII post. The heavy anklets resemble those now worn in Bundelkhand.

1 The bracket illustrated in plate C should have been described here.
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MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA.

ScuiPTURED Bracket, supfOMiNG volutbd end or Toban/. Beam.
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PLATE XXXV.
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MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA.

Sculptured Bracket supporti:ig voluted end op Torana Beam.
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MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA.

SCOLPTDRED BRACKETS.
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MATHl^RA SERIES.-KANKALI TILA.

FbAGMEI^TS 0? SCGLPTUKED BRACKETS.
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PLATES XXXVI AND XXXVII.

SCULPTURED BRACKETS.

The fragments illustrated in Plate XXXVI are too much mutilated to be of interest.

Figure 1 in Plate XXXVII is that of a purely conventional winged lion with an Assyrian loafc.
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PLATE XXXVIII.

BASES OP SMALL PILLARS. ,

These carvings are well executed. The principal motives employed are winged dragons, the

svastika, or mystic cross, the honeysuckle, and the vajra, or. thunderbolt. The svastiha is the

emblem of the seventh Jina, SupSr&vanath. The vajra, or thunderbolt, is the emblem of Dharma-

nftth, the fifteenth Jina.
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PLATE XLL

MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA,
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MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA.

Cabved Pinnacle of Gateway..
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Chapter XL—Decorative Details.

PLATES XXXVIIir«;, XXXIX, XL, XLI, AND XLII.

DECORATIVE DETAILS.

The details illustrated in Plate XXXVIIIf'a^ have been already dealt with in the descriptions

of other plates. Small variations do not require detailed notice.

The fragments of sculpture illustrated in Plate XXXIX were evidently good work, but are too

jnuch damaged to be of value.

The object represented in Plate XL is the pinnacle of a toraua gateway. The elements in

the design are the wheel and triratna. The picture of a torana in Plate XII ante, shows how such

pinnacles were used.

Plate XLI gives examples of different patterns of perforated windows. Specimens of elabor-

ately-carved drains or spouts are given in Plate XLII.

The monstrous crocodile with a fish tail in figure 1 is executed with spirit. The fish shown in

figure 2 swimming away from a pursuer is not so successfully executed. v

A fish is, according to'some lists, the ^emblem of Aranfttha, the eighteenth Jina.
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CHAPTER XII—Pillars and Capitals.

PLATES XLIII TO LI.

PILLARS AND CAPITALS.

The nine plates Nos. XLIII to LI may most profitably be examined and considered

together. Detailed description is nbt nefcessary, as the plates explain themselves. But the reader's

attention may be invited to a few points.

The capitals are extremely coniplex structures, consisting of a large number of members. The

most noticeable feature is the introduction of a group of winged lions between the upper and lower

capitals in many instances.

The shafts of the pillars figured in Plates XLIII and XLIV bear mason's marks in early

characters, " A-II " and " A-IV " respectively.

The lower capital in Plate XLV has the reeded form which is familiar in the A&oka pillars.

Plates XLVI, XLVII, and XLVIII offer examples of shafts highly decorated with all

the exuberance of detail so dear to Indian art.

Detached lion capitals are illustrated in Plates XLIX and L.

The under-surface, or soffit, of the capital represented in Plate L is prettily decorated with a

simple leaf pattern.

Plate LI gives some further details of individual members of two capitals.
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MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA

Details of Pillar.
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PLATE XLVl.

MA^THURA SERIES.-KANKALI TILA.
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M^THUR,[,A SERIES.—KANKXlI TILA. PLATE LI.

Details of Capitals.
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MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA.

Details of Railing Pillars.
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Details of Railing Pillar.
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CHAPTER XIII-Railing Pillars.

PLATES LII TO LIX.

RAILING PILLARS WITHOUT HUMAN FIGURES.

This series of plates gives ample, and indeed more than adequate, illustrations of the pillars

of the railings round a Stitpa or St4pas, such as are familiar to all students of Indian antiquities.

Hitherto pillars of this class have been known only from Buddhist sites, and the term " Buddhist

railing " has thus come into common use. The discovery of the Jain SMpa in the Kankail mound
makes this term unsuitable, and it is quite possible that some of the " Buddhist railings " discovered

at other sites may turn out to " be Jain. The decorations on the pillars in the present series are

composed of the usual elements, and there is nothing distinctive about them to show whether the

railing to which they belonged was Jain or Buddhist. But the buildings on the mound being

principally Jain, the probability is that the railings were Jain also. The va?ue of the excavations

carried out by Dr, Fuhrer and other gentlemen in the Kankdll mound is much diminished by the

failure to keep exact notes of the position and dimensions of the buildings exposed. If such notes

had been recorded no doubt would have existed as to the building to which these railings belonged.

The side elevations in Plates LIV and LV show the lenticular holes into which the ends of

the stone rails were fitted.

Some examples of stone railings have been fitted together and set up in the Lucknow

Museum.
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PLATES LX TO LXIV.

RAILING PILLARS WITH HUMAN FIGURES.

This series of pillars is more peculiar and interesting than the preceding series, and is, with the

exception of Plate LXIV, undoubtedly Jain. The figures in Plates LX to LXIII are indecently-

naked and could not be Buddhist. With the exception of one male figure in an obscene attitude in

Plate LXIII, all these naked figures are female and seem to be intended for dancing-girls. The

costume, if such it may be called, consists solely of jewellery and an ornamental girdle round the

hips. \

The figures stood on the front elevation, the reverse elevation being decorated with ornaments' ,

of the usual rosette types,

The trees under which the women stand are in each case of a distinct kind. I cannot venture^

to identify the trees.

In Plate LX and LXI the women stand on crouching grotesque dwarfs, and wear enormous,

cylindrical ornaments in their ears.

In Plate LXII the woman carries a mace in her left hand, and stands on a ledge, beneath

which are two conventional lions.

In Plate LXIII the woman stands on a plinth mat'ked with a peculiar trefoil ornament.

The male figure in Plate LXIV wears an elaborate headdress, and is decently clothed. He seems to

be intended for a princely personage, or a Bodhisattva. The pillar illustrated in this plate may be

either Jain or Buddhist.
*
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Details of Railing Pillar

PLATE LX.
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Details of Railing Pillak.
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Details of Railing Pillar.
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Details or Railing Billar.

PLATE LXIV.
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Details op Rail- Bars.
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Details of Rail Bab.s.
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Details o? Rail-Bars.
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Details of Rail-Bars.
PLATE LXXII.
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Details of Rail-Babs.
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Details of Rail-Bars.
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Details of Rail-Bars.
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Details of Rail-Bars.

PLATE LXVTII.
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Details of Rail-Bars.
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PLATE LXVI.

Details of Rail-Baes.
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Details of Rail-Bars.
PLATE LXV.
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Chapter XIV—ornamental Bosses on Railings/

PLATES LXV TO LXXVI.

ORNAMENTAL BOSSES ON RAIL BARS.

This series might have been abridged with advantage.

The ornaments figured in Plates LXV to LXX are not remarkable, except for their variety.

Cleverly-designed winged lions and other monsters are shown in Plate LXXI, figures 2 and 8 ;,

Plate LXXII, figures 3 and 4 ; Plate LXXIII, figures" 1, 2, and 3 ; Plate LXXIV, figures 1 and

4; and Plate LXXVI.
The elegance of the leaf patterns in figure 3 of Plate LXXI and figure 6 of Plate LXXIV

deserves notice.

The shell in figure 7 of Plate LXXI is an unusual ornament. It is the emblem of NeminStha,

the twenty-second Jina, or Ttrthamkara.

The ei^fice shown in figure 1 of Plate LXXII (back elevation) seems to be a peculiar kind of

Stupa or pedestal buUt in horizontal tiers. The heavy sausage-shaped garlands are similar to those

worn by the seated Jina in Plate VII.

A sacred tree inside a railing adorned with streamers is depicted in figure 4 of Plate LXXIII.

Elephants in different positions are shown in figure 2 of Plate LXXII and figure 2 of Plate

LXXIV.
A goose is delineated in figure 3 of Plate LXXIV, and antelopes and bulls are shown in Plate

LXXV.
^ ^ .

The elephant is the emblem of Ajitan^tha, the second Jina; the goose is the emblem of

Sumatin^tha, the fifth Jina ; and the antelope is the emblem of the sixteenth Jina, Sftntin^tha.
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CHAPTER XV—COPING-STONES AND PEDIMENTS.

PLATES LXXVII TO LXXXIV.

DETAILS OF COPING-STONES OF.RAILINGS, AND A PEDIMENT.

In many instances the motive of the lower member of the decoration is a wavy band or garland,

similar to that borne by men or boys in many Buddhist sculptures and in the central band of the

Torana in Plate XIX. The upper member frequently consists of a combination of a row of bells

with a beaded ornament.

. Examples of deeply undercut foliage are seen in figure- 3 of Plate LXXVII and figure 1 of

Plate LXXVIII. In the last-named example the combination of a grotesque animal's head with

the foliage is very clever.

Bounding antelopes are shown in figure 3, Plate LXXVIII and figure 3, Plate LXXXII.
In Plate LXXIX, figure 2, a tiger is pursuing a pig. Plate LXXX, figure 3, gives a good

representation of a rhinoceros ; and a buffalo is shown in figure 1, Plate LXXXl.^
Seated Jinas form part of the decoration in figure 1, Plate LXXXII, The female seated in a

dormer window, in Plate LXXXIII, figure 1, resembles that in Plate XXXII.
The objects depicted in figure 2, Plate LXXXIII and figure 1, Plate LXXXIV, are not

coping-stones, but fragments of the pediment of a steeple.

Plate LXXXII has been already published as Plate 87 of the " Journal of Indian Art and

Industry" for October 1893, Volume V, No. 44.

' The rhinoceros is the emblem of Sri Ansan&tha,, the eleventh Jina ; the baSalo is the emblem of Vasupadya, the twelfth Jina.
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Detaii^s of Coping Stones.
PLATE LXXVII.
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Details op Coping Stones.

PLATE LXXVIII.
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Di';taii,s of Coping Stoncis.

PLATE LXXIX.
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Details of Coping Stonbs.
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PLATE ].XXXV.

MATHUi;.\ SERIES.—KANKAf;!" TILA.
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Chapter XVI -A Seated Saint,

PLATE LXXXV.

A SEATED SAINT.

The panel represented in this plate is said to have been found to the south of the shrine of

Kankail. It is in an imperfect state of preservation, and the inscription, which probably was recorded

on the base, has been wholly lost. v

Dr. Fuhrer labels the plate as a " sculptured panel representing Vardham^na seated under

the Bodhi tree." But for this description no justification exists. No Bodhi.tree is represented.

The panel simply has a leaf and stem border on the right and left sides. I am unable to find any

indication that the personage represented is intended for Vardhamtna, or Mah&vtra, the twenty-

fourth and last of the Jain Tirthamkaras. The sign of Vardham^na was a lion, and of such sign

there is no trace. ^

Plates XCI and XCIV, post, give examples of undoubted images of Vardham^na, with his lion

cognizance in each case. Those images are, as usual, nude. The figure of the saint in the tablet

under discussion is decently clothed, as are all his attendants. In reality it is impossible to identify

the subject of the plate, or even to assert confidently that it is Jain, Dr. Fuhrer himself declares

that the remains in the Kankall mound included those of a Buddhist vihdra and of a Vaishnava

temple in addition to the more prominent Jain edifices. So far as I can perceive, the sculpture in

Plate LXXXV does not possess any distinctive Jain character. Mr. Mukherji suggests that the

principal personage may be intended for Krishna. All that can be said at present with certainty is

that the composition represents a seated saint receiving the homage of his adherents. The saint has

a large halo and a headdress which suggests a snake's hood. He is seated on a pedestal composed

of-four slabs of stone, which may be compared with the pedestal or Stupa of five tiers shown in Plate

LXXII, 1. The disciple on each side is clothed like his master, and wears a similar headdress.

In the group of five disciples below the pedestal, only one, the largest figure, wears the same

headdress. The three other male figures to the right seem to have their hair tied up in a topknot.

The figure on the left is that of a woman.
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Chapter XVII—Sundry Sculptures.

PLATE LXXXVI.

FRAGMENTS OF SCULPTURE.

The headdress of figure 1 is noticeable.

The spirited delineation of a buffalo in figure 2 is probably from a coping-stone of a railing.

Compare Plate LXXXI.
The meaning of the mutilated group in figure 3 is not apparent. The large male holds

a staff in his left hand, which may be the handle of an umbrella held over a lost seated figure.

Two diminutive figures, one certainly female, and the other perhaps male, appear over the

woman's left shoulder. The group seems to refer to some legend, which might be Jain, Buddhist

or Brahmanical.
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Fragments, of Sculptuesd Panels.
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PLATE LXXXVII.

LIFE-SIZE HEADLESS STATUE.

This handsome statue is labelled in the Lucknow Museum as one of Buddha, and the plate is

entitled by Dr. Fiihrer " Life-size statue of Vardhainana teaching." So far as I can perceive, there

is no warrant for either description. There is nothing specially Jain or Buddhist in the design or

execution of the work. Mr. Mukherji suggests that the image may be intended for that of a deity of

the Brahmanical pantheon, raising his hand in the act of blessing. The ornaments worn are rich, and

the drapery is cleverly executed.

The statue does not come from the Kankdlt mound, but is said to have been found among the

ruins of Ganefevara about three miles north-west of MathurS,.
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PLATE LXXXVIII.

STATUE OF A BOY WITH AUREOLE OP FLAMES.

The face, hands, and feet of this curious work have unfortunately been lost. The' proportions

of the figure are, as Mr. Mukherji observes, those of a boy, who is clotheid in a waistcloth, with a

sheet (chddar) thrown over his left arm. The headdress is peculiar, and the upper part of the

figure from the elbows upwards is surroun'ded by an aureole of flames.

I cannot guess the identity of the personage represented. Dr. Ftihrer's description of the

statue as being one of the Jain saint Vardham&na appears to be wholly without justification.



PLATE LXXXVIII.

MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA.

-Statue of Vardhamana submspnted by the Lambent Flame oe Sanctity.
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PLATE LXXXIX.

STATUE OP A ROYAL PERSONAGE (?)

The style of clothing and rich ornaments of this niutilated statue indicate that a person of

high rank is represented. The right hand remains and rests on the thigh just above the knee.

Long arms are a traditional attribute of the ideal king, and the length of the arm in this work

justifies Dr. Fuhrer's label of it as the statue of a royal personage.

No sectarian marks are visible, and the image may have formed part of the decoration of a

Brahmanical temple. It is said to have been found in the Kankall mound.
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Chapter XVIII—Quadruple Jain Images.

PLATE XC.

THREE QUADRUPLE IMAGES OF JAIN TlRTHAMKARAS.

The sculptures illustrated in this plate are of more interest and importance than those treated

of in the last few pages.

Figure 1.

This small work represents a quadruple image of an unnamed Jain saint, perfectly nude.

It was found in the western part of the KankSli mound, near the second, or Digambara, temple.

Dr, Biibler's transcription and translation of the inscription are as follows :

—

A. 1 Sam XV gri III di lasyd purvv[d']ya

B. 1. . . hikdto huldto aryya Jayabh4ti

C. 1. sya HMninam aryya Sangamike kiktna—
D. 1. aryya Vasulaye [7tirvarUa']nam

A 2. . . . lasya dM[tu] . . . i . . dhu ver^i—
B- 2. sreshtilsya\ dharmapatniye Bhattil_se]nasya

C. 2. . . . [mdte] Kumaramitayo danath bhagavato [^ra"]—
D. 2. md sabbato bhadrikd.

" [Success /] In the year XV, in the third month of summer, ou the first day, on that Cdate specified as) above,

a fourfold image of the Divine one, the gift of Kumaramita (Kumdramitrd), daughter of . . . la, daughter-in-law

of ... , first wife of alderman {ireshthin) Veai, mother of Bhattisena, (was dedicated a<J. the request of the

venerable "VasiiM, the female pupil of the venerable Sangamika, the female pupil of the venerable Jayabhuti out of

the [Jfe]hika KuU:"

The lines shown in the plate are B.l, 2.

Biihler's translation of Bhagavato by the phrase " the Divine one " is not quite accurate.

Jain saints were not regarded ' as god's, and the rendering " worshipful," or an equivalent, would

be preferable.

The translation of sreshthin by " alderman " is also not convincing. I think it -probable that

the word meant " bankei'," the modern Seth.

The expression pratimd sahbato bhadriM, " beautiful on all sides," is a technical term for a

quadruple image.

The date and characters show that the image was dedicated in the reign of Kanishka, The

year may be provisionally interpreted as approximately equivalent to A. D. 75.

^

Figure 2.

This work closely resembles that depicted in figure 1, though the hair is differently treated.

The Jina shown in the plate is P^r&vanS.th, the remains of his canopy of snake-hoods being

discernible.

« « Epigraphia Indica," Vol. I, p. 382, No. II.

* I desire that stress may be laid on the words " provisionally " and " approximately." I am satisfied that the Kusb4n dates are

not expressed in the &aka era, and I agree with M. Boyer that the &aka era probahly coincides with the accession of the Satrap Nahap4na in

Western India, and that it originated in the- West, not in the North, of India. See, ante, page 5, note 1. The assumption that the Euah&n are

began ahout A. D. 60 or 65 seems to fit the facts.
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The inscription, as read and translated by Biihler, is as follows :—
A. 1. Siddha Koltttjyato ganato Uchena—

2. garito iakhato Bamhdddsiato

3. kulato iirigrihato sathbhokato

4. aryya Jeshtahastisya kishyo a[ryya Mi]hi[lo]

B. 1. ttasya kisTiy\o'] aryya Kshera

2. [koj vdchako tasya nirvata—
3. na Fora[Mo] hasti [«?/«]

C. 1. eha Deviya cha dhitajaya.—
2. devasya vadhu Moshiniye

3. vadhu Kuthasya Kamuthasya

D. 1. dhamrapa [<t] ha Sthirde

2. dana savadobhadrika

3. sarvra8atvana hitasukhaye.

" Success
!

The pupil of Ayyajeshtahasti {Jyeshthahastin) out of the Kottiya gana, the Uchenagari
(Uchchdnagari) ^akhd, (^and) the BamMdMa (Brahmaddsika) kula, (was) Aryyamihila fArya-MihiraJ ; Ms pnfil
iwas) the preacher (vdehako) Arya-Ksheraka (Arya-Kshairaka ?J ; at his request a fourfold {image was dedicated as)
the gift of Sthira, daughter both of Vara^ahasti (° hastin') and of Devi, daughter-in-law of Moshini {and) first wife of
Kutha Kasutha for the welfare and happiness of all creatures.'"

The A face is shown in the plate.

The record is a capital example of the ill-spelled and ungrammatical composition which is

common in this class of inscriptions. It is also a good example of a spiritual pedigree, and gives

valuable details as to the constitution of the Jain church.

The inscription is not dated, but seems to be of approximately the same date as that shown in

figure 1.

Mr. Mukherji notes that in the Lucknow Museum a wrong label is attached to the original.

Figure 3.

The work here figured is larger, and about a thousand years later in date than the sculp-

tures just described. The style of Jain images is so conventional that the difference in age is not

apparent from mere inspection. The fourfold image is that of VardhamSna, whose lion cognizance

is shown below his seat.

One side of the pedestal, not shown in the plate, is inscribed. The transcription and transla-

tion, according to Biihler, are as follows x-i-

Ll. i^ri Jinadevah Siiristadanu Sri Bhdya devandmdbh4t dehdrya Vijayasi-hga—
2. tachehhishyastena cha proktaih suirdvakair Navagrdma Sthanddisthai svasaktitah

3. Vardhamdnaichaturbibah kdritoyarh sabhaktibhih

sanvatsarai 1080 Thambaka Pa—
4. ppakdbhydm ghdtitah. Om.

" Om ! The illustrious Jinadeva ("was) a Sflri ; after him was he who is named the illustrious Bh3,vadeva. His

pupil fie) the Achdrya Vijayasinga (YijayasimhaJ. Exhorted by him the virtuous laymen, who reside in Navagr4ma,

Sthina, and other ftownsj, caused to be made, full of devotion, (and) in accordance with their means, this fourfold

Vardham&na ; it was fashioned in the ("VihramaJ year 1080 by Thambhaka and Pappaka. Om !
"*

' •' Epigraphia Indioa," Vol. II, p. 209, No. XXXVII. See Boyer, " L' fipoque de Kaniska" {g. as. maigain, 1900, pp. 571—575).

The translation in the text has accidentally omitted the words " out oi the Sitigriha sambhog a." The inscription dates from the early years of

Kanishlia.

» " Epigraphia Indioa, " Vol. II, p. 211, No. XLI.
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The characters, as Biihier observes, admit of no doubt as to the era used. The day of the

week or month not being specified, the exact equivalent date A. D. cannot be determined. But the

year may be taken as A. D. 1023. The date was probably expressed in the northern fashion, that

is to say, according to a year in which the month ends with the full moon. The exact equivalent

year depends on the circumstance whether the writer counted 1080 years as expired, or the ten

hundred and eightieth year as current. Both modes of reckoning were in use.

The inscription was recorded within about five years of the sack of MathurS by MahmAd of

Ghaznl in A. D. 1018, when the temples are said to have been burnt. It would seem that the Jain

temples on the Kank^U mound must have escaped destruction.
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Chapter XIX.^Vardhamana.

PLATE XCI.

TWO IMAGES OF VARDHAMANA.

The statues figured in this plate are identified as being representations of Vardhamfi^a by the

lions in the pedestals. The defaced inscription in early characters of the right hand figure begins

with the word namo, " homage." That figure is seated under his sacred tree. One of his attendants

is a N%a, with a canopy of cobra hoods; The other image is seated under a small canopy. Both

figures are attended by angels, or Gandharvas, hovering in the air and offering garlands.
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PLATE XCII.

LIFE-SIZE IMAGE OF A SEATED JINA.

The loss of the pedestal, on which the distinctive symbol would have been carved, makes it

impossible to say which of the twenty-four Tirthamkaras is here represented.

The aureole is a fine and elaborate piece of work. The deeply undercut foliage in the band of

sculpture surrounding the rays proceeding from the head indicates that the statue was executed while

art still flourished, probably during the Kush^n period.

It is believed that this image was not found in the Kankail mound, but the exact findspot is

uncertain.









PLATE XCIII.

MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA.

Small Image of seated Vakbhamana..
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PLATE XCIII.

SEATED IMAGE OF VARDHAMINA.

This work seems to belong to approximately the same period as that last described, The lions

on the pedestal indicate that the saint represented is Vardham^na.

Between the lions two kneeling worshippers adore a sacred wheel with thirteen spokes. The
rays of the aureole are in the form of leaves, and are surrounded by elaboiiately-carved bands and

mouldings.

The saint sits, in front of a torana gateway, parts of which are shown.

The ti-aces of an inscription are illegible.
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PLATE XCIV.

VARDHAMANA, surrounded by the previous 23 TlRTHAMKARAS.

The saint is represented seated in the usual attitude of meditation (dhydnamudrd), on a

cushion. The lions in the pedestal show that Vardhamaria or Mah^vlra is the person represented.

His 23 predecessors in miniature are arranged as a border, seven at the top and eight at each side.

The arrangement of the hair of the principal figure is in rolls, nearly as in Plate XC, figure 1,

and not iii conventional curls as in Plates XCII, XCIII, XCV, and XCVI. The form of the upper

canopy is also unusual, and is perhaps intended for a conventional tree.

The inscription on the pedestal is unfortunately very imperfect. It includes the ^ovA pratimd,

"image." The characters may date from the fifth century A.-D. So far as I can ascertain, this

record has not been edited. The slab was discovered in the season 1889-90.



MATtURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA.

Image op Vardhamana sdrkounded by the previods 23 Tirthamjjaras.

PLATE XCIV.
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PLATE XCVI.

MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA

C0LOS8AL Imaqb of seated Tibthamkara, dated Samvat 1134.
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PLATE XCV.

MATHURA SBRIES-KANKALI TILA.

COLOSSAL iMAa. 0. SKATEB TlETHAMKA^. DATED SaMVAT 1038.
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Chapter XX.—Colossal Jain Images.

PLATES XCV AND XCVI.

COLOSSAL IMAGES OF SEATED TIRTHAMKARAS, DATED SAMVAT 1038 AND 1134.

These statues are remarkable only for their dates, Vikrama Samvat 1038, equivalent to A. D.
981, and Vikrama Samvat 1134, equivalent to A. D. 1077. The inscriptions, according to Dr. Fuhrer,.

state that the dedications were made by the SvetSmbara community of Mathur^.^

The image dated V. S. 1080, A. D. 1023, previously described (Plate XC, figure 3), was dedicated

by the Digambara sect, and was found near their temple to the west. These two colossal images,

dated 1038 and 1134 were found in December 1889 near the more central temple, which seems to

have belonged to the ^vetSmbara sect.

Photographs of them were taken at the time of the discovery by local artists, Chunni Lai and

Bhawani Ram, who ialso photographed from the well g, general view of the > excavations, in which both

statues are shown.

The sack of Mathur& by MahmM of Ghazni took place in A. D. 1018. One of these images

was set up before, and the other nearly sixty years after that event. Whatever may have been the

exact amount of destruction wrought by the invader, it is clear that the Jains continued to occupy

their holy places with little interruption.

» " Progress Report" for 1890-91, p. 16.
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PLATE XCVII.

PEDESTALS OF COLOSSAL JAIN IMAGES.

The pedestals in this plate are very similar to those of the colossal statues figured in

Plates XCV and XOVI. The upper pedestal bears a mediaeval inscription which is not legible

in the plate. The details of the ornament do not present any feature of special interest.
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PLATE XCVIII.

A 4 A ^

MATHURA SERIES.—KANKALI TILA.

Ancient Image oj Rishabha, the first Tibthamkara.
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Chapter XXI.-'Ris.habhanath and Sarasvati.

PLATE XCVIII

IMAGE OF RISHABHANATH OR ADINATH, THE FIRST TIRTHAMKARA,

This elaborate sculpture, found in the Kankalt mound in February 1890, is unfortunately

much mutilated. The head of the principal figure has been lost, ^nd of the inscription on the

pedestal nothing remains but faint traces. The characters seem to be of early form. The

attendant figures, male and female, are unusually numerous, and seem to include deities of the

Hindu pantheon. The supporters 'of the pedestal (simhdsana) are lions, as in Plates XCI
and XCIII. But in the sculptures figured in those plates the lions are alone, and thus indicate

that the Jina represented is VardhamSna. In this case the presence of two diminutive bulls

between the lions indicates that the personage honoured is Rishabhanftth, " the Bull-lord."

Statues of RishabhanSth are not common in Northern India.
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PLATE XCIX.

STATUES OF SARA.SVAT1 AND A FEMALE.

These two mutilated female statues are among the. most curious and interesting of the

collection.

The figure on the left side of the plate shows the lower half of a standing woman holding

in her left hand in the conventional way a folded sheet. She wears bracelets and anklets and

a broad ornamental girdle tied with a string. It is not quite clear whether the legs are intended to

appear naked or clothed. The pendant string of the waistband bears an inscription in two

lines. The characters are archaic and bear a general resemblance to those used in the time of the

Satrap feod^sa, but some of them are strange to me, and I am unable to decipher them. They are

17 in number, and, so far as I can make them out, I read them as follows :

—

Line 1. 1
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" Success! In the year 54 (?), in the fourth, 4, month of winter, on the tenth day, on the (^lunar day speeified)

as above, one (^statue of) Sarasvati, the gift of the smith Gova, son of Siha, {made) at the instance of the preacher

(^vdohaha) Aryya-Deva, the ^raddhaeharo of the gartin Aryya MS.ghahaBti, the pupil of the preacher Aryya Hastahasti,

from the Kottiy* S'traoii the Sthaaiya kula, the VairS, kdkhd, and the Srigriha sambhoga has been set up for the welfare

of all beings."

In the avatala my stage dancer (?)
,

In the plate the date clearly reads XLIV, not LIV as doubtfully read ,by Bu,hler. This date

is probably expressed in terms of the KushSn era.

The record is a good example of a spiritual pedigree, and gives several particulars as to the

organization of the Jain church. Images of Sarasvatt are said to be still met with in Jain temples.
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CHAPTER XXIL—SUNDRY SCULPTURES.

PLATE C

SCULPTUEED BKACKET OP A TORAifA BEAM.

This plate is here out of place, and should have come earlier in the series, with Plates XXXIV
to XXXVII.

The headdresses of the two female figures are curious, and the foliage behind both is admirably

executed. ' ^
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PLATE CI.

HEADS.

These heads are of little interest. The various styles of headdress and arrangement of the

hair may be noticed.
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PLATE CII.

DOUBLE-FACED RIDER ON BULL.

This curious sculpture is said by Dr. Fiihrer to have formed the pinnacle of a gateway. It

was found to the north of the Kankali mound.

The execution is rude, and the general appearance of the work is archaic. The rider carries

in his hand a broken shaft, which might be that either of a spear or a trident. Mr. Mukherji

suggests that the figure may be an image of Siva or Mahadeo. It is possible that this explana-

tion may be correct, even if the sculpture belonged to a Jain edifice, for the Jains do not ignore

the existence of the Hindft gods.



MAJHURA SERIES.-KANKALI TILA.

Pinnacle of Gateway, eepresbnting a double-faced Bull-eidee,
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Chapter XXIII -Supplement.

PLATE cm.

A JAIN VOTIVE ST^PA.

This plate is from- a photograph of a small- yoiiYe.Stupa 10^ inches in height found by

Mr. Mukherji near the Holi Gate of Mathur^.

It gives a good idea of what a Jain Stupa was like, and may be compared with Plates XII
and XV ante.

The inscription opens with the . words Namo anahato, Vardhaminasa, " adoration to the

arhat Vardham^na," in characters similar to those of the Kushftn period,, or perhaps a little later.

Bllhler was under the impression that miniature votive Stupets' w4t>e not in use by either

Buddhists or Jains at an early period, the common Buddhist examples dating from the eighth to

the tenth century A. D. ^
'

,

.

-

This specimen shows v that the use of elaborately-sculptured miniature votive StUpashy the

Jains began early.

' " A legend of the Jaina Stup% at Mathura " (Sitzua^sbsrictite dei' Kais, Aludcmiu Jer Wisseasch in. Wieu," Band CXXXVII,
1897 ; reprint, p. 13).
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PLATE CIV.

GANE&A.

This photograph of an image of Gahe&a,' seemingly' of- late date, is of interest' as showing

that Brahmanical sculptures have been found in the K'ank^texcavatibns.



MATHURA SEP.IES:- KANKALITILA,

PLATE CIV.

Photogravure. Survey of Tndia Of£ceR.CalcuUa..My;9Q0.
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PLATES CV, CVI, AND CVII.

A CAPITAL.

These plates illustrate a fine capital of unique design, apparently Buddhist, found at the

Dhruva Til4, or mound, near Mathura.

One of the figures seeius to be that of the Dying Buddha.












